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(Abstract)
The paper investigates ways to make archaeological heritage accessible to a wide public. Although archaeological
sites, museums and historical monuments are amongst the most appealing cultural establishments, their visitation
is occasional. Therefore, the potential of growth is significant. The diversity of sites and a wide array of valorisation strategies could support a much more intense visitation. The paper is methodologically based on a literature
review of the management of archaeological sites in order to observe the solutions adopted around the world and
to identify a typology of strategies in correlation with the form of archaeological sites considered. The second part
of the research investigates both the reasons which facilitate and which prevent the public from visiting archaeological sites amongst Romanians and other Europeans. The final part offers some insights into strategic approaches
of archaeological sites` management that could cope with the present cultural environment and help visitors to
better understand the past.

1. Introduction

A fundamental law of radio-communication
states that it does not matter how good one’s broadcasting is, if there is no public. The management of
archaeological and historical sites needs to take this
into consideration. It requires three levels of competence. First comes the scientific knowledge relevant to the site and its historical importance. This
knowledge is specialized and often fully understood only by colleagues and fellow specialists.
Second is the expertise of presenting and valorising
the site for the needs and benefit not of the scientific community but of the general public. This
involves knowing the public, its educative needs
and desires, as well as technical familiarity with
traditional and emerging methods of preservation,
conservation and valorisation of sites. Third, last
but not least, is the ability of managers to attract
funding and economic interest in the site. The present paper will discuss this equally important but
often neglected side of site management.

2. Interest in cultural heritage
– a European synopsis

Archaeological sites, historical monuments and
museums are amongst the most popular cultural
venues in Europe. Around half of the Europeans
visit a historical/archaeological monument or site

(palace, castle, church, garden etc.), while more
than one out of three visit a museum or gallery
a year1. The figures vary a lot from country to
country. For instance, in Sweden, two thirds of
the population visited a historical monument or a
museum, while ca. 30% visited such cultural establishments at least 5 times in 20132. In Greece,
less than 30% of the population visited a monument in 12 months, while less than 20% visited a
museum3. Similar variations are registered for cultural consumption, in general. Sweden, Denmark,
the Netherlands, Estonia and Finland are the countries with the highest cultural engagement4, while
Greece, Cyprus, Portugal, Hungary and Romania
have the lowest registered level5. It seems that those
who are generally interested in culture are actively
involved in many types of cultural activities. There
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is also a strong correlation between the level of
education and the interest in historical/archaeological monuments and museums6.
In Romania, 56% of the population do not
visit museums while only less than 4% visit them
monthly7. Considering that 70% of the Romanians
did not visit a cultural heritage site outside their
place of residence during the previous year and
21% of them visited less than 3 such establishments in the same period of time, the interest in
such sites is rather low8. The main three sources of
information regarding such places are friends, mass
media and the internet9.
The Cultural Participation Barometer for 2014
investigated the way Romanians perceive cultural
heritage. The most mentioned types of items are:
fortresses (92%), castles / palaces (90%), religious
establishments and monuments (86%), archaeological sites (77%) and monuments – other than
the religious ones – (62%)10. It would be relevant
for cultural heritage managers to have in mind that
Romanians consider that the value of the cultural
heritage is not primarily related to its aesthetic and
cultural value, but to its functionality, state of use
and the way the local community relates to it11.
The main benefits associated by Romanians to
cultural heritage are tourism development, safeguarding of the identity and traditions of the local
communities, and knowledge of the past12. In this
framework, 18% of the Romanians consider that
local budgeting should be directed towards cultural
heritage management – an interest rated higher
than modernization of schools – and which is only
12%. This interest is higher amongst young men
in urban areas13. 30% of the Romanians declare
they would donate funds for the rehabilitation of
cultural heritage in the area of residence and 18%
would volunteer for the benefit of such a site14.
The main barriers to visiting historical monuments are, at European level, lack of time (37%)
and lack of interest (28%). 35% of the Europeans
are not interested in museums15. Younger respondents are less interested in historical monuments
than other groups16. Romanians stand out among
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the Europeans, stating in the widest degree that
the main reason for a low cultural participation
is either the poor quality of the cultural activities,
or the lack of choice17. From a profession-oriented
point of view, the highest interest level in historical
monuments was reported amongst managers18.
Heritage managers should take into account
their public, both visitors and local communities,
when designing their strategies. Although some
regional and specific characteristics might exist,
it is reasonable to generalize some of the results
developed by Duran et alii19, who identify three
broad groups of persons, when considering their
relationship with the cultural heritage: less sensitive (40%), indifferent (16%) and pro-culture
(44%). The first group, dominated by men, recognize cultural assets but are not concerned with
them. They have less previous cultural knowledge.
The second group seems not to perceive the cultural loss. The cultural indifferent ones have higher
incomes. The third group is opposite to the first
in terms of knowledge and contact with cultural
heritage20.
There are also some regional differences. For
instance, Datta et alii21 identify some differences
between the US, the EU and the Chinese citizens. The characteristics of a heritage site have the
strongest impact on the attitude of tourists towards
the heritage site in the case of Europeans, followed
by the Americans and the Chinese22.
Different people, based on their cultural background, perceive the same heritage site in different ways. Their experience is influenced by several
factors. Some of them are related to the visitor /
tourist (emotional reactions, reasons to visit, past
experiences, previous knowledge and such), while
others relate to the framework of the visit itself
(for instance the tour guides leading the visit,
conservation concerns and solutions)23. The more
the visitors consider a heritage site related to their
own culture, the more they are interested in visiting it, in understanding it and they become more
emotionally involved24. Psychological distance is
another factor that influences the perception and
the experience of cultural heritage in many ways:
perceived costs and willingness to visit, cognitive
distance and familiarity, influences choices, emo17
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tional evaluation, relationships with stereotypes
and others25. Psychological distance is associated
with four factors: time, space, culture and probability of visit. A higher psychological distance is
related with a more abstract understanding of reality (especially for older visitors), and less attention
to details26.
Engagement with the heritage is an important
aspect to be considered by heritage management.
It has many dimensions, such as contextualization,
attachment, emotional connection, commitment,
satisfaction, motivation, previous knowledge
etc.27 It influences repurchase / revisit and loyalty.
Cultural motivation, as well as emotional attachment to a heritage site influence engagement and
fidelity28. Tourists` emotional attitude also positively influences loyalty29. Although visitors are
initially attracted by the tangible aspects of the
heritage, the immaterial aspects and cultural experience and engagement lead to loyalty (repeated
visit). Intangible characteristics are related to the
emotional impact of the visit, and have a significant contribution in the appreciation of culture
and history. Worldwide, cultural elements seem
to be more influential when compared to both
the tangible and intangible aspects of heritage,
but an appropriate mix of the three aspects, and
also public`s segmentation is useful in a successful
management planning30.
When it comes to a heritage site or visible
remains of the past they can interact with, people
tend to associate their significance to the present,
to the current evolution in society. The value of a
heritage site is also linked to the meaning(s) it holds
within various groups of people and stakeholders.
Sometimes different segments of the public have
conflictual perceptions about a site. Therefore, the
management of a heritage site should deal with
these challenges and not compromise the site`s significance to satisfy certain interests and opinions31.
The context of the visit might also be relevant.
For instance, not all those sightseeing a region are
actual visitors of a heritage monument. The factors
positively influencing a visit are not only the site
features, the meaning of the heritage discovery and
the characteristics of the visit, but also perceptions
about the site and the conditions of experience32.
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The main drivers might be considered: personal
tastes and preferences, previous knowledge about
the heritage, the context of the visit, conditions of
the tour, the cues associated with visitation. Fees
are not so important. Amongst the characteristics
of visitors, the following may have a positive influence on site-visitation: the level of education, a
higher social status, a greater geographic distance
to the heritage site, urban residency, interest in history and interest in specific heritage types33.
The costs accepted by various segments of the
public are associated with the way heritage is evaluated. A higher income and level of education segment of the public is willing to pay more for the
conservation of heritage attributes34. Older people
and larger families are willing to pay less for heritage preservation.
People also tend to react differently regarding
the status of a certain heritage site. For instance,
the designation of a site as a world heritage site
leads to an increase in prestige and attractiveness.
It is therefore the equivalent of branding it and,
consequently, the number of visitors increases – as
well as the associated revenues. Nevertheless, part
of the public would associate such a status with a
more crowded and more expensive site. Managers,
employees and residents are also influenced, their
pride in their cultural heritage increasing. In
addition, some managerial tasks are facilitated.
Compliance with certain restrictions and monitoring systems for the management of world heritage sites, as well as for local communities could be
considered restrictive, but they lead to better protection of the world heritage sites35. The managers
of world heritage sites also benefit of guidance in
their managerial practice and of various resources
associated with their status36.

3. Stakeholders of the cultural heritage

Important stakeholders of cultural heritage are
the residents / local communities. They built mental and emotional associations with the heritage,
and link it with local identity. In some regions, they
might be more active than in others in monitoring
and supporting the situation of the local cultural
heritage. It is noteworthy that a study of Duran et
alii37 shows that people who consider that the state
of the heritage is better would contribute more
towards its preservation and development, than
33
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those considering it in a poor state. Therefore, the
state of conservation and the perceived value of the
heritage influence in a contradictory way public
support, meaning that those most in need do not
necessarily get the most support.
The involvement of local communities
depends on the status of cultural heritage, as well
as its characteristics. Contemporary society and
communities tend to reduce and sometimes even
eliminate the differences between public or private heritage38. Therefore, communities, tourists
and heritage managers relate in a complex way to
heritage sites. Within this framework, a participatory heritage construction could take place – as
investigated by Frederick J. Conway39 for the case
of Sierra de San Francisco – a World Heritage Site
in Mexico. A heritage site manager must also take
into consideration that the local community/communities increasingly become the heritage owner/
custodian40. Therefore, involving local representatives reduces the likelihood of various kinds of
conflicts.
Different local groups evaluate differently various components of the heritage. They would have
different sets of priorities when supporting or promoting different components of the local heritage.
In some cases, stressing the cultural heritage component of a marginalized group might cause disengagement of some present-day communities41.
Heritage might create social exclusion and dissonance. It could be a source of conflict among
various local communities, also amongst residents
and (various types of ) visitors. In this context
interpreting and ensuring a stimulating and positive experience for all those visiting and developing a connection with a certain heritage site should
constitute a major aim for the management of the
respective site. For instance, sustainable heritage
tourism could be developed by finding similarities
between various local communities/minorities and
the mainstream population/dominant narratives42.
The European Union, through the 2005 Faro
Convention has adopted a view on cultural heritage that takes into consideration the way communities perceive and relate to heritage, rather than
the definitions and taxonomies developed by scientists and cultural elites43. The EU also stimulates
the interest in and visitation of heritage sites by set38
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ting up several mechanisms, such as the European
Heritage Days, the European Heritage Label,
Europa Nostra Awards, as well as several financing
schemes44. Such developments indicate that communities are important stakeholders that should be
considered and involved in heritage management.
Another aspect to be considered, at least in the
case of the archaeological areas, is the increased
interest in community archaeology45. It refers to
involving local communities in the archaeological research, with several positive outcomes for all
those involved46. Nevertheless, there are also some
risks associated with such processes, e.g. the relationships between those involved might become
unbalanced, the archaeological heritage might not
benefit from the best expertise and choice in what
both research and preservation are concerned, the
interpretations might be biased etc.. Such risks are
also to be considered when archaeological sites are
investigated and managed exclusively by professionally trained people, with no explicit community involvement. An open approach to archaeology, argues Mark Lake, will increase expectations
of community involvement and accelerate the
development of means by which more reflexive
and iterative relationships can be facilitated47.
Open archaeology also involves using crowdsourcing for a better understanding and investigation of the heritage, ensuring new types of in situ
interpretation.
Scientists are relevant stakeholders of cultural
heritage. Their interpretation of the heritage significantly influences public perception, as well as
its valorisation and thus, the management of a site.
In the case of archaeological sites, archaeologists
are interested in the continuous excavation and
research. Although excavation is relevant to the
understanding of the site and the ongoing of the
research, in some cases it puts a stress on providing
for the proper conservation of the uncovered artefacts and structures. In addition, public presentation and interpretation of finds does not usually
keep up with the pace of the discoveries48.
Scientists are related to universities and
research centres. These institutions are in many
cases partners in complex projects with heritage
organizations. Most of these are research projects.
Nevertheless, they also have social and educational
aims related to the dissemination of the results to
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a wider public, and taking into consideration the
impact of a certain project on local communities.
Luca Zan and Sara Bonini Baraldi argue for “the set
of activities that takes place from the production or
discovery of heritage (the equivalent of “raw material”) to its possible “uses” by visitors (the “final
product”), including uses made by actors within
the chain (as for instance researchers)”49. All these
organizations are therefore part of the heritage
chain. Proper relationships between the members
of the heritage chain are extremely important in
order to ensure good operationalization and distribution of the gained knowledge throughout the
chain, as well as towards the wider public.
Public administration/institutions represent
another stakeholder interested in several aspects,
some of them with a socio-cultural significance,
others an economic one. Public administration
could use heritage as a cultural, social and/or political resource. Different public institutions might
be interested in a cohesion between the heritage`s
significance, the image of the place, and the cultural values of the local community/communities.
Various public institutions selected certain heritage
sites in order to offer a definite image when developing (heritage) tourism50. Sustainable local development backed by public administration plans is
also responsible for the conservation policy. This is
related not only to the intrinsic value of the heritage, but also to place narratives51.
The public administration or various public
institutions also have the responsibility of taking
the heritage conservation and promotion decisions, integrated with a wider regional development strategy. Many urban economic development
pressures are related with conservation of heritage
properties; sometimes these might be challenging cultural reasons52. Public management takes
into account several aspects when designating the
heritage status of an asset. Studies show that the
older the heritage and the smaller the property, the
greater the chances of its designation as a heritage
site53.
Special attention should be given to in situ presentations of archaeological remains, which are not
part of an archaeological site/park54. In these cases,
the public-value of the remains should be considered and they could be harmonically integrated
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in various development projects, associated either
with private economic initiatives (such as shops or
restaurants), or with public-space amenities (such
as parks or subway stations).
Another challenging situation for public
administration is the existence of several cultural
and natural heritage assets in an area. Even if their
management is different in terms of legal status,
they should be connected in various ways in order
to ensure a sustainable development of the region.
Valentina Ferretti and Elena Comino55 developed
an integrated framework based on multi-criteria
analysis to assess complex heritage systems in order
to better support their planning. Several stakeholders were considered, especially experts and users of
the heritage evaluated.
In many regions, various public institutions are
also managers of the heritage. They should cooperate, integrated in a heritage chain56, to better preserve and manage the overall heritage of the area.
Therefore, there are complex relationships and
interdependencies amongst all these institutions.
Local entrepreneurs and various investors in the
area of heritage sites are also stakeholders. Their
commercial success is tightly related with the visitation and the way the public evaluates and experiences the heritage. Relevant stakeholders for a
heritage site are the cultural entrepreneurs, as well
as tourism investors. Cultural heritage and tourism
are increasingly more related, but tourism development is considered to generate a stress on heritage,
various social problems, or difficulties associated
with urban development etc. Nevertheless, heritage is an important aspect of sustainable local
development especially associated with tourism57.
Stakeholders` consensus is necessary for better management and promotion of cultural heritage sites. Heritage itself has increased value and it
could be sustainably managed only in connection
with the local framework – taking into account
local resources as well as local needs. Stakeholders
must also understand the implications in the
region of the management strategies related to a
certain heritage site.
A heritage/archaeological site might have multifaceted significance: historical, political, aesthetic,
economic, social, educational and such. Not all
stakeholders might agree on these aspects or might
be sensitive only to some of them. Sometimes,
valorising and planning an archaeological site
might generate conflicts because the interests of
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stakeholders are not identical and sometimes are
not even converging. For instance, local communities have some expectations and interests, different from those of the scientists, of the public
administration or of the entrepreneurs. The management of an archaeological site has to keep a balance between these aspects/interests. If some facets
are less considered under the influence of certain
stakeholders, other aspects and values – significant
for the site itself as well as for other stakeholders
– might be compromised58. One of the problems
that have to be considered is that in many cases the
dialogue between the representatives of an archaeological site and various stakeholders is not effective and meaningful59.

4. Conservation and management
options for archaeological sites

Heritage sites are complex organizations, serving
in various ways many categories of stakeholders as
well as the public and thus facing many challenges.
Amongst the most common ones is maintaining
a balance between public needs and site conservation. Rising the public awareness towards cultural
and scientific values is another. Even finding common ground between various specialists involved
in site interpretation is challenging. For instance,
in the case of archaeological sites, archaeologists
and historians are those competent in building
explanatory theories, being aware of the scientific
significance of the site. Protecting the site and the
artefacts is one thing, while interpreting and presenting them to the public – making them accessible– is another responsibility. The experts in charge
of them may have different views on various aspects
related to heritage management according to their
own specific expertise and view of the priorities
related to heritage understanding and valorization.
In this context, Martha de la Torre argues that
“the role of the site manager is to ensure the implementation of the plan as developed by the larger
group, including protection of the values identified
by the stakeholders. The site manager assumes the
responsibility of operational decisions that follow
the policies set out for the site. For certain aspects
of operations, the site manager calls on other individuals with specialized skills. A site manager cannot work independently, and a major part of the
day-to-day implementation work is to maintain
coordination with national and local authorities,

as well as with other groups who have access to and
use of the site”60.
The national/ regional/ local framework could
facilitate the management of a heritage/ archaeological site, considering various aspects – financing, preservation, protection or various forms
of support. The system for the protection of the
built cultural heritage is not very efficient in the
case of Romania, as the report of a Presidential
Commission in 2009 documented61. One of the
causes of this situation is, according to the mentioned report, the narrow significance of cultural
heritage as monument/ sites, not tightly connected to its historical, cultural and social environment in association with its limited legal
protection. Investigating the state of built heritage of historical monuments, the report concentrates less on managerial issues, when compared
to structural and human-related ones. The main
problems related to the destruction of heritage are
abandonment, arson or unchecked fire, unclear
legal status, lack of education of the local communities and administration, changes in the local
communities` structures, etc.62 Even in the case of
restoration/ usage, monuments could be victim
of inadequate restoration/ usage, causing loss of
authenticity or other types of problems63. Many
of these problems are related to the lack of education of the monument administrators, leading
to bad management. Sometimes it is connected
with a limited understanding of the monument
needs and a too broad acceptance of the tastes and
desires of the wider public. Such problems may be
widespread in Romania, as the above-mentioned
report presents, but they represent risks connected
to all cultural heritage sites. The management of
such sites faces challenges of various sorts; many
of them are connected to an improved presentation to the public, and increased accessibility, not
only in a practical sense, but also in a cultural or
spiritual one.
Management strategies related to the valorisation of archaeological sites and the accessibility
options depend on a wide range of factors. Some
factors are related to the environment: the administrative framework, the socio-political and urban
situation, the needs of stakeholders and such64.
Even fashions in conservation and presentation
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in a specific society (trends in the contemporary
society) constitute a relevant aspect, influencing
managerial decisions, the way heritage is valorized
and communicated, as well as public interest and
preferences65. Other factors are related with the
characteristics of the site.
Each type of site raises different issues to its
managers. Worldwide renowned, fully preserved
monuments are quite different from the “not-sospectacular-for-the-wider-public” sites despite
their significant scientific and cultural value (such
as many of the archaeological sites). Some of the
sites – such as cultural landscapes or maritime
cultural heritage – integrate built, immaterial and
natural heritage. They need protection in many
forms to prevent not only deterioration, but also
preservation of traditions (for instance fishing traditional techniques in the case of maritime cultural heritage). In such cases, public intervention,
such as the involvement of local authorities, is also
needed to better support managerial decisions. For
instance, the public might donate money for local
assets. Duran et alii66 proposed discrete choice
experiments in the case of maritime cultural heritage to evaluate the practical implications and the
value associated with cultural heritage – both the
economic and the social values. Their study indicates that there is a direct relationship between the
provision of cultural goods and social wellbeing.
People are willing to pay for the preservation of
cultural heritage, but the figures vary in terms of
both amount and destination / elements of heritage considered67.
Dissonant heritage sites pose specific challenges68. The management of such sites should
promote social and cultural inclusion in order
to increase awareness and visitation, leading to a
sustainable development. Strengthening relationships, offering common meeting grounds through
interpretation makes a site representative for wider
categories of public. Heritage management should
mediate dialogue between various stakeholders69.
This process is not an easy one, either from a
social / political perspective, or when considering
also authenticity and interpretation issues tightly
related to the considered heritage.
One of the aims of a management plan for
archaeological sites is to involve all the stakeholders influenced by the strategy adopted in order to
65
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ensure sustainability. The key to a good management plan is to identify the most relevant stakeholders and their needs. These groups have to be
also involved in the decision-making process and
planning for a heritage site70. Bringing together
relevant stakeholders would be the first step in
developing a management plan. Nevertheless, it
is difficult to assess which of the stakeholders are
representing the local community/communities,
while the cooperation with the stakeholders could
determine a series of problems and challenges71.
The next step is the documentation on site`s
history and significance, the assessment of its relevance and multifaceted value, the management
assessment and the policy definition, followed by
a strategy choice72. The management policy is vital
for a suitable management of the site; it has to take
into account many aspects and provide guidance
for their implementation: set the statement of
significance, be acceptable to the stakeholders, be
economically adequate, and provide a framework
for sustainable development.
Management and heritage sites, including
archaeological sites, have to face many threats
related to site conservation. Those more appealing
to the public are facing most of the problems due
to the increased human pressure and various types
of expectations during the visit to such places. The
range of factors negatively affecting archaeological
sites is wide: the development of the surrounding communities and associated urban development, natural disasters, various conflicts including
political and religious issues, lack of resources for
preservation, increased visitation, amplified use of
heritage sites for various events, inappropriate restoration, bad management etc.73
It is vital to consider the way heritage is preserved and how interventions on the uncovered
archaeological remains are conducted. Four main
approaches could be considered: stabilization,
anastylosis74, restoration and reconstruction75.
A new approach is called “reversible reconstruction”, ensuring the protection of the remains76.
When developing the most appropriate approach,
several factors should be considered, some of
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them related to the heritage and the costs of its
management, some others related to the public. The general principles recommended are the
following77:
“1. Any intervention must be consistent with the
significance of the place and its management policy. Intervention for the sake of appearing “to do
something” can be very dangerous and can, in fact,
destroy one or all of the values of the site. This situation is perhaps especially likely when conjecture is
used as the basis for restoration or reconstruction,
or when restoration processes alter or destroy the
historical or archaeological value of the site.
2. Physical interventions are often experimental,
with disastrous long-term consequences, especially
if the solution demands overly elaborate maintenance and monitoring practices that require skills
or tools that are not available locally or that cannot be guaranteed over the long term.
3. Physical conservation solutions need to be
approached with care and, indeed, with suspicion
in most cases. The rule of thumb is that the best
solution is the least possible intervention.”
The management of archaeological sites is influenced by contemporary ideas concerning the role
of heritage sites and the way they should be preserved and administrated, as well as the contexts in
which the public places them78. Value assessment,
significance evaluation and interpretation are key
aspects to be considered in deciding the type of
intervention on archaeological monuments.
Interventions should consider many aspects
in order to protect an archaeological site and to
preserve the chances for further research and valorisation. The main criteria considered for reconstructions are accuracy of the process, avoidance
of physical damage, compatibility of materials and
techniques, a higher degree of visibility of interventions, allowance for future treatments, and reversibility79. Reconstructions and any other forms of
approach should preserve the characteristics of an
archaeological site.
Authenticity and integrity are key aspects in
managing heritage and archaeological sites80. They
imply to maintain a site to its original condition
as much as possible. As a principle, this approach
is simple to understand, but implementing it
becomes extremely challenging considering both
77
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the needs of the site and its management, and
those of visitors.
To better preserve and manage a heritage site,
visitor studies are valuable. These studies could lead
to the appropriate decisions regarding the infrastructure, facilities and services on the one hand
and heritage interpretation decisions on the other
hand. In the case of the archaeological sites presenting many peculiar features, and where the tangible/ intangible elements are sometimes less spectacular or accessible to the public, understanding
the visitors is even more necessary. For instance, a
study of the visitors at the Hadrian`s Roman Wall
in the UK revealed that visitors consider that ongoing archaeological excavations are useful, that new
finds should be integrated in the exhibition at the
site and not removed to be displayed elsewhere81.
Visitors also find it useful to increase the scale of
reconstruction (especially for older visitors) and
interpretation. The authors of the survey observed
the satisfaction derived by visitors when being able
to experience (or thinking they did) an artefact or
site as it would have been in its original historical
context82. It is noteworthy mentioning that visitors tend not to appreciate a children`s play area if
it diminishes the museum experience83. Entrance
price is also negatively evaluated, especially in correlation with the existence of substitute-sites in the
neighbourhood84. This study shows that visitors to
a specific archaeological site appreciate the ongoing research and its continuous presentation, and
are not so eager to see the archaeological site transformed into an entertainment area. It is possible
that visitors to other archaeological sites to have
different attitudes towards the management strategies associated to them.
Presentation and interpretation of archaeological heritage depends both on the visitors and the
stakeholders, as well as on the heritage itself, as
physical evidence uncovered and its cultural significance. An interdisciplinary team should have
in mind several elements when interpreting a site,
setting the message and the story to be told, and
designing the way it is presented to the public.
Several key elements to be considered are the size
and characteristics of the site and of the remains,
the significance and attractiveness for the public,
the value of the remains as well as that of the site
itself.
81
82
83
84
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Since the presentation of the archaeological heritage to the public means interpretation of (partial
and unclear) information, no objective presentation
can be designed. Moreover, archaeological sites are
complex and reflect many histories. They tell many
stories and are understood in many ways. Therefore,
several stories could be told, with the condition not
to confuse and overwhelm visitors85. The setting of
the presentation could be the site itself or a nearby
location (a visitor centre, for instance). Many forms
of presentation exist, some of them quite spectacular and interactive. Nevertheless, the focus should
remain on the archaeological site itself, which
should not be shadowed but rather put in light.
A visitor centre, for instance, should stimulate the
interest in the archaeological site; make it more
interesting and accessible86.
Preserving and valorising built heritage has been
highly influenced by the philosophy of sustainable
development, by the changes in the expectations
both of the public and the specialists. Heritage sites
have to be not only authentic, but also politically
correct, energy efficient, environmentally friendly,
economically viable etc.87 Nevertheless, this new
framework generates challenging problems for
heritage site management: the way to preserve the
integrity and authenticity of the site, to accurately
interpret its cultural value, to make it suitable for
modern (re)use and expectations, functionalism
and such. In the case of industrial heritage sites,
Mirjana Roter Blagojevic and Anica Tufegdzic88
identified four dimensions and six aspects to be
considered. The dimensions are artistic, historic,
social and scientific. The aspects are form and
design, materials and substance, use and function,
traditions and techniques, location and settings,
spirit and feeling. We recommend that the management of heritage sites should also bear in mind
the economic and technological dimensions.
New and emerging technologies are not only
facilitating these processes and make heritage
sites more accessible, but they also are becoming
compulsory from a preservation perspective. For
instance, archaeologists use new technologies for
the non-destructive mapping of sites and their
conservation, for (virtual) reconstructions useful
both to scientific purposes and a better presentation of the heritage to the public89. These results

could be used for exhibitions, shared online with all
those interested, valorized through various public
educational programs. They could make heritage
accessible in a non-invasive way both to visitors at
the archaeological site, and to all those interested
via the internet. Using new technologies could be
cost effective and make the heritage sites offer of
more appealing. The management of archaeological sites is therefore more effective in a scientific
context, as well as social and economic ones90.
New technologies and complex mapping could
also help heritage sites integrated better in larger
databases and management systems designed at
regional or national level91.
Using heritage sites for the larger public`s benefit involves various facilities and maintenance
systems. Electricity, acoustics and other amenities
have to be provided without risks for the site and
with minimal costs. They would also facilitate the
use of the (archaeological) sites for various cultural
purposes, such as theater or concert venues. All
these amenities and facilities have to be visitorfriendly, as well as sustainable92.
Heritage sites would be more appealing for
many visitors if they incorporated new technologies in order to make the experience interactive
and more complex. Augmented reality is such an
approach. It could be used both onsite, as well as
online to stimulate the intention to visit the site.
Augmented reality helps visitors to better understand the heritage and make the visit more appealing. The more useful and easy-to-use these technologies are considered, the more people would be
interested to visit the site. New technologies could
provide both a cognitive, as well as an emotional
access to heritage, generating critical-thinking
and learning; therefore, providing a participatory public space for learning and enjoyment 93.
Nevertheless, especially for those not very familiar with these technologies, facilitating conditions
should be planned94.
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The presentation should also include services
and various types of cultural products that would
attract, explain and deepen the understanding
of the archaeological heritage. Not only tangible
and intangible elements of a heritage site should
be included in management planning, but also
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cultural components should be integrated in an
appealing mix. These include man-made and
natural aspects, various events and cultural services provided at the heritage site in order to have
a stimulated setting and to inspire various experiences for the visitors. Cultural aspects have to be
in harmony with the heritage itself. These could
help visitors immerse in history and tradition, but
also contribute to the protection of the cultural
resources related to the heritage95.
Educational and other public programs add
value not only from the perspective of the perception of the offer of the archaeological site, but
they also increase the understanding of the site.
These programs should be developed considering
a marketing perspective, thus meeting the needs,
desires and characteristics of the public considered96. The variety of public programs developed
at archaeological sites is wide: lectures, workshops,
shows, treasure hunting, storytelling, re-enactment
etc. Some of them would be limited to a few participants with specific characteristics (for instance
children of certain age or persons with specific disabilities) or to a wide public. Re-enactment is such
a program. Developing re-enactment programs in
archaeological sites involves many aspects97. Some
people might consider it a show, but it should be
planned and implemented as a communication
frame/ opportunity between the archaeological site
(archaeologists, historians, and other stakeholders)
and the public/visitors of the site98. All public programs should not be only learning opportunities,
but also means of interaction between the public,
the past and its present-day stakeholders. Another
aspect to be considered when developing public
programs associated to an archaeological site is to
promote preservation ethics, respect for the past
and the value of archaeology and history99.
The management of a heritage site must also
consider the economic value related to its valuation. Few studies address models assessing this
aspect, and many of them are critical to the value
and economic appropriateness of the offer associated with heritage sites100. Increased economic outcomes are associated with higher numbers of more
satisfied, even more loyal visitors. Therefore knowing one’s visitors is necessary. Their characteristics
and motivations, the way they relate to the site
95
96
97
98
99
100
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and evaluate the offer are the main aspects to be
considered. Bryce et alii101 recommend the following approach in the case of visitors motivated by
heritage-related grounds: stress existential authenticity not only object-based authenticity, facilitate
self-connection between visitors and heritage site
in order to enhance engagement and loyalty.
The correlation between archaeology and economic development is multifaceted102. Sometimes
they are placed in a conflictual setting, in which
archaeology is an impediment to local economic
development, sometimes archaeology becomes a
pillar of sustainable development. In several cases,
the economic valorization of the archaeological
finds destroys the remains, at other times public
display gives new life to the neglected ruins. In this
context, the management of the archaeological
sites should better understand and involve various
relevant stakeholders, as well as the economic value
of a certain heritage site. Archaeology is funds consuming and mastering economics is imperative for
archaeologists103. In fact, archaeologists successful
at attracting economic interest in a site are also
able to improve their own scientific expertise. In
most cases, the economic relevance of archaeology is related to heritage tourism, but some other
aspects might be considered, among them, those
related more to local stakeholders.
Marketing heritage sites within a certain region
constitute a good drive for visitation, tourist
deception, on the other hand, should be avoided.
Promoting the heritage should take into consideration that the intention to visit is more often based
on perceptions rather than on facts related to the
heritage site104.
Physical stress on archaeological sites is an issue
relevant both from conservation reasons, as well
as from visitors` perspective. Too much visitation
may put at risk some of the more fragile structures,
for instance. An archaeological site has a maximum
carrying capacity that should be considered; otherwise, the risks related to its conservation become
significant105.
Crowds can make a visit annoying, and limit
the experiences related to it. The first aspect that
visitors have to deal with is the entrance cues. They
have a significant negative impact on visitation,
therefore attendance management is an important
101
102
103
104
105
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part of the management on a popular heritage
site106.
Another aspect influencing heritage related
experiences is the environment provided107. The
evaluation of the visit takes into account the ambience, the design and the layout of the space. These
elements also influence the recommendation of
the site to other visitors. The most influential elements are the interior design and signage108. Some
social elements (interaction with employees, other
visitors etc.) play a lesser role in these processes,
but they are influencing the return of the visitors.
The managers of the archaeological sites should
also consider various natural and anthropic risks109.
Archaeological sites are frequently affected by local
development plans, such as land management
activities, agricultural management, real estate
development, or infrastructure works. Therefore,
heritage site management should closely cooperate with various local stakeholders to ensure the
preservation and integrity of the site, as well as the
sustainable local development.

5. Concluding remarks

The present survey was designed as a prolegomenon to the wide interest in site management
and valorisation within the scientific community
in Europe and elsewhere. These theoretical studies are only a small part of this type of activity,
which often assumes a more pragmatic nature,
oriented towards particular characteristics of each
site. Romanian interest in site management is
rather insignificant, in many cases non-existent
and therefore the potential for development is
much greater. At the same time expansion of contract archaeology excavations and the exposure of
already exposed sites, together with the exploding
level of anthropic intervention makes the responsibility of site management even a greater and more
difficult task.
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BIBLIOTHECA HISTORICA ET ARCHAEOLOGICA
BANATICA LA CEAS ANIVERSAR

A

cum două decenii, la preluarea responsabilităţii directoriale a Muzeului Banatului,
alături de protejarea patrimoniului mobil şi imobil, de întinerirea personalului de specialitate şi de
revitalizarea cercetării ştiinţifice, am pus în centrul
priorităţilor manageriale promovarea unei active
politici editoriale. Această orientare mi-a fost insuflată de faptul că, după 1918, în 70 de ani, instituţia noastră a publicat un număr din revista Gemina
(1923), patru numere din Analele Banatului (trei
în perioada 1929–1931 şi unul în 1981) şi cinci
din Tibiscus (1971, 1972, 1974, 1976 şi 1979), la
care s-au adăugat şi patru monografii şi cataloage.
O primă preocupare în direcţia reluării şi revitalizării apariţiilor editoriale ale muzeului a fost
sprijinul constat, material şi moral, acordat pentru continuarea publicării anuale a revistei Analele
Banatului seria Arheologie-Istorie, din care, începând cu 1993, prin strădaniile unui colectiv coordonat de regretatul Florin Medeleţ, s-au putut edita
numerele 2–4. În paralel cu seria Arheologie-Istorie
am capacitat reluarea publicării şi a celorlaltor serii
ale Analelor, care nu mai apăruseră de mai bine de
un deceniu: Etnografie, Artă şi Ştiinţele naturii şi,
în 1997, publicarea unui nou anuar, al Muzeului
Satului Bănăţean, pe atunci secţie a Muzeului
Banatului, intitulat Memoria Satului Românesc.
Studiind potenţialul ştiinţific al personalului de
specialitate din instituţie, precum şi al altor muzee
şi unităţi de învăţământ şi cercetare din Banat şi
Transilvania, am ajuns la concluzia necesităţii
unei publicaţii separate, care să pună în valoare
atât contribuţiile importante legate de cercetările
din domeniile istoriei, arheologiei, artei, etnologiei, ştiinţelor naturii, cât şi reeditarea unor cărţi
importante pentru conoaşterea trecutului bănăţean, dar care au fost tipărite în tiraje mici. Pe baza
acestor considerente, a fost creată seria de publicaţii monografice a muzeului, intitulată sugestiv
Bibliotheca Historica et Archaeologica Banatica, pe
care am structurat-o în două grupe tematice: seria
Monografii şi seria Restituiri.
Încă de la primele apariţii, Bibliotheca Historica
et Archaeologica Banatica a fost bine primită de

lumea ştiinţifică care, numai în primii doi ani, ne-a
propus pentru tipărire un număr de 15 cărţi, adică
de aproape patru ori mai multe decât numărul
tuturor cărţilor şi cataloagelor tipărite de Muzeul
Banatului în perioada 1918–1995.
Privind retrospectiv, în cei 20 de ani de apariţie, în seria Monografii au fost publicate 57 de
volume din domeniile de cercetare fundamentală
şi aplicativă ale cercetătorilor şi muzeografilor dar
şi ale cadrelor universitare care au studiat trecutul
Banatului şi Transilvaniei. Dintre volumele apărute,
la paritate, câte 20, au abordat domeniile arheologiei şi istoriei, 3 al ştiinţelor naturii, 2 ale artei
şi, câte unul din domeniile etnologiei, restaurăriiconservării şi geografiei istorice. Pe lângă acestea au
fost publicate, în limbi de circulaţie internaţională,
şi comunicările prezentate în cadrul a trei manifestări ştiinţifice organizate de Muzeul Banatului
în anii 1995, 1997 şi 2009, manifestări dedicate
dezbaterii chestiunilor ridicate de stadiul cercetărilor neoliticului şi eneoliticului din această parte a
Europei. Între coperţile seriei şi-au găsit locul cuvenit şi două volume omagiale dedicate lui Gheorghe
Lazarovici şi Florin Medeleţ, doi dintre cercetătorii care au avut o contribuţie majoră la cercetarea
istoriei străvechi a Banatului, cu ocazia împlinirii
vârstei de 60 de ani. Din paleta editorială nu a lipsit nici patrimoniul muzeal care a fost promovat
prin intermediul a patru cataloage de colecţie, dintre care ultimul, scris de Branislav Andjelković şi
Nicoleta Demian, analizează şi datează antichităţile egiptene aflate în colecţiile Muzeul Banatului.
Până în prezent, din motive obiective, nu a putut fi
încă publicat volumul al XXXVI-lea, intitulat The
Prehistory of Banat. The Neolithic, rod al colaborării dintre specialiştii români şi cei sârbi, volum
aflat în faza de pregătire.
În seria Restituiri a fost reeditată Monografia
familiei Mocioni, scrisă în perioada interbelică de
preotul şi omul de cultură dr. Teodor Botiş, reeditare care a suscitat un interes atât de mare din
partea iubitorilor de istorie, încât tirajul s-a epuizat
în numai câteva luni de la apariţie. Justeţea deciziei
de a le oferi această lucrare a fost confirmată, peste
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ani, în 2016, de hotărârea Academiei Române,
Filiala Timişoara, de a retipări Monografia familiei
Mocioni, ca un omagiu adus lui Andrei Mocioni,
unul dintre membrii fondatori al Academiei, cu
ocazia aniversării a 160 de ani de la fondarea acestui înalt for de consacrare.
Statistic, cele mai multe volume (30 la număr) au
apărut între 1996–2001, fiind urmată de perioada
directoratului domnului Dan Leopold Ciobotaru
(2006–2014) cu 17 volume, perioada interimatului doamnei Tatiana Bădescu (2004–2006) cu 4
volume, directoratul domnului Octavian Dogariu
(2001–2004) cu 3 volume (unul în seria Restituiri)
şi a domnului Claudiu Ilaş (2014-prezent) cu 3
volume.
Nu este cred de prisos dacă menţionez că, dintre
cele 57 de lucrări publicate până în prezent în seria
Monografii, şase dintre ele, reprezentând peste 10%
din totalul apariţiilor, au fost laureate cu unul dintre Premiile Academiei Române, ceea ce arată, în
mod indubitabil, standardele înalte de selecţie ale
manuscriselor în vederea publicării. Amintim, în
ordinea acordării lor, premiile obţinute de lucrarea
autorului acestor rânduri (Premiul A. D. Xenopol,
în 1998), ale lui Radu Ardevan (Premiul Vasile
Pârvan, în 2000), Coriolan Horaţiu Opreanu
(Premiul Vasile Pârvan, în 2000), Raularian Rusu
(Premiul Simion Mehedinţi, în 2009), Miodrag
Ciuruşchin (Premiul Dimitrie Onciul, în 2012)
şi Adina Boroneanţ (Premiul George Bariţiu,
în 2014). Din acest punct de vedere, Muzeul
Banatului se situează în elita editurilor de carte de
specialitate din România, în acest moment ocupând un loc meritoriu, după Editura Academiei
Române.
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Toate aceste realizări ne îndeamnă să continuăm
linia politicii editoriale prin promovarea producţiilor istoriografice autentice, a lucrărilor care îşi
propun punerea în valoare a patrimoniului cultural din Banat şi Transilvania, indiferent de vârsta
autorilor. Vom publica cu prioritate acele lucrări
din domeniile istoriei artei, etnologiei precum şi
al restaurării şi conservării patrimoniului, domenii
de cercetare care sunt deficitare în acest moment în
peisajul ştiinţific din Banat.
În încheierea acestor câteva rânduri ţin să mulţumesc tuturor autorilor care, prin scrierile lor, au
contribuit la perenitatea acestui proiect editorial,
colegilor din Muzeul Banatului care, în 1996,
m-au încurajat şi mi-au dat credinţa că Bibliotheca
Historica et Archaeologica Banatica poate avea un
viitor, precum şi directorilor acestei instituţii de
după 2001 care m-au susţinut financiar şi moral în
derularea acestui proiect editorial.
Un gând de aducere aminte se îndreaptă spre
autorii trecuţi la cele veşnice. Ne plecăm cu pioşenie în memoria lor, a regretaţilor Mircea Barbu,
Elena Borugă, Oltea Dudău, Lidia Maria Gaga,
Marian Gumă, George Pascu Hurezan, Doina
Florica Ignat, Dan Isac, Florin Medeleţ şi Nicolae
Săcară. Dumnezeu să-i odihnească!
Acum, la ceas aniversar, urez seriei Bibliotheca
Historica et Archaeologica Banatica la multe apariţii.
Vivat, crescat, floreat!
Prof. univ. dr. Florin Draşovean
Fondator şi editor coordonator
Timişoara, 2016, în ziua Sfântului Slăvitul
Prooroc Ilie Tesviteanul

